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ABSTRACT 

The target interaction physics of light ion beams will be described. 

The phenomenon of range shortening with increasing material temperature 

will be corroborated, 3nd the concomittant phenomenon of range relengthening 

due to ion-electron decoupling will be introduced. 

This paper would be appropriate for the poster session. 
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The growing attractiveness of ion beams as an ICF driver stems 

largely from the perception that the beam - target energy coupling will 

be "classical". That is, while laser light coupling has be^n found to 

involve many poorly understood non-linear effects and it has been necessary 

to strive for "enhanced" deposition levels for electron beams, it is 

anticipated that ion beam energy coupling will only involve well understood 

"linear" physical processes at the energy deposition levels required tn 

drive efficient pellet implosions. Moreover, with ions one has the 

possibility of tailoring both the ionic species ai.d the accelerator 

voltage to simultaneously optimise the beam generation and target coupling 

efficiencies. 

at Sandra, we are primarily interested in using beams of light ionr., 

efficiently generated by modular pulsed-power accelerators, to compress 

and burn an ICF pellet. In order to design targets driven by light ion 

beams, it is necessary to have a deposition model that can accurately 

predict the ion range and deposition profile as a function of material 

compositions, density, and temperature for a variety of different ion 

species ai\d beam energies. Our detailed investigation of the target 

Interaction physics of light ion beams in the few MeV/amu regime has 

indicated that although the processes can be understood "classically", 

the scope of the relevant physics is much wider than that in previously 
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reported deposition work for high energy protons [1] or raulti-GeV heavy 

ions [2J; in these cases the specific energy £ > 10 MeV/arau. The free plasma 

electron stopping power physics remains essentially the same in our work, ' 

however the bound electron stopping power physics in both the cold and 

the partially ionized case is much more involved. Simple Bethe theory 

models breakdown at low specific energies ( the Coulomb logarithm approaches 

aero). It is therefore necessary to include shell correction terms in 

the Bethe theory to extend its validity to lower specific energies. At 

even lower specific energies («1 MeV/amu) the LSS model [3] gives the 

correct description of the slowing-down process and includes both electronic 

and inelastic nuclear coulomb interaction contributions. Variation of 

the effective charge of the projectile ion as a function of the ion 

velocity also plays a significant role in determining the deposition 

profile of ions with Z>1. 

Our model has corroborated previous reports of ion range shortening 

with increasing target material temperature; the increasing ir.aterial 

temperature leads to increased ionization and in general free electrons 

have a greater stopping power than bound electrons since their maximum 

impact parameter is larger. We find, for example, that for material 

temperatures of approximately 200 eV and at densities of about .01 X 

solid, the effective range of a 10 MeV proton in gold is shortened by 

about a factor of two. However, studies in our low specific energy regime 

bave demonstrated a range relengthening above a threshold target temperature. 

For example, the range of a A lleV proton in gold decreases for material 

temperatures up tc about 200 eV, and then begins to increase again. This 

can be explainer1, in terms of the functional dependence of the free electron 

stopping power on the ratio of the projectile ion velocity to the thermal 
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plasma electron velocity: 

G(y)_ = erf^y"-) - 2 e-y j y = V i o n / V e l e c t r o n 

y y (try 

For low energy ions, a velocity mismatch with the increasingly swift 

plasma electrons causes a decrease in the stopping power and a range relengthening. 

Another ef'ect of importance in determining the ion energy deposition 

profile occurs when there is a spread in the angular distribution of the 

incident ion beam as opposed to one of perfectly normal incidence. 

Angular divergence in the beam tends to sraooth out any cold material 

Bragg peaks and cin lead to profiles with extended low energy tails. 

Compound material targets are handled in the same general way as 

pure materials using linear superposition ( known as Rragg additivity). 

In order to implement Bragg additivity in the partially ioni.2ed case, it 

is necessary to know the detailed ionization states of each constituent 

element in addition to the total number of free electrons and the ionization 

state of the compound as a whole. 
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